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My time at Cottage Hospital
Radiology Department

● Reading Room
○ Doctor

● Test Rooms
○ Techs

■ Ultrasound
■ MRI
■ X-ray

● Special Trucks
○ MRI truck
○ Nuc Med truck



What I did at Cottage Hospital
Reading Room
● Looked at MRI’s, x-rays, CT scans, 

mammograms, and ultrasounds
● Talked about cancer and things to 

look for
○ Waxing and waning, pain, symmetry (all 

signs that point away from cancer)

● Different filters were applied to 
images, such as CT scans, to 
provide a better look at the image

○ Enhance blood flow, lungs, etc. 

Nuc Med Truck
● Watched injection of contrast
● Watched exam without contrast
● Went to see a stress test after the 

first set of images
● Was able to see the images being 

produced on screen



What I did at Cottage Hospital
Ultrasound
● Uses soundwaves

○ Reflect off objects, computer calculates 
how long they travel before being 
reflected.  Some can be absorbed

● Different transducers produces 
different amounts of sound waves

● Saw a variety of organs in the 
abdominal region

○ Kidney stones, gallbladder stones, 
tumors, cysts, blood flow

X-Ray
● Variety

○ Shoulder, knee, foot, ankle, hand, wrist, 
thumb, lungs, chest

● Different positioning for each body 
part

○ Many views (2, 3, 4)

● Learned about covering all angles 
of the area, exposing the joint 
spaces, and providing images from 
different sides of the bones



What I enjoyed
● Being able to see

○ The process of taking the image and the image itself
○ The environment, on both busy and slow days

● Looking at the patient, seeing the image be taken, and then immediately 
reading the diagnosis

● Seeing how to position patients for the best images
● Learning the “how’s” and “why’s” to each machine

○ How they produced the images, why are they done the way they are

● Even though there was duplicates of the same procedure (Right Upper 
Quadrant US), the process was never the exact same, which made each 
experience interesting and unique.



What I learned
● Types of machines and how they created images
● Types of fractures and how to classify them
● Troubles with getting the perfect image
● Understanding why you cannot always get the perfect image
● Learning about different imaging techniques

○ How they work
○ When to use what



Images
● Dislocation
● Young child

○ Growth Plates

● 5th distal-phalanx joint



● Fracture
○ Spiral

● Adult
○ No growth plates

● 5th proximal phalanx



● Fracture
○ Oblique, displaced

● Shaft of the humerus





How this will help me with my future career goals
I was able to experience what it was like to work in a medical environment.  I 

was able to see that it isn’t as simple as positioning the part and taking the image, 
or having the problem jump out of the image at you.  There were many underlying 
things that aren’t seen by others outside of the department, such as how hard it 
can be to get the hand positioned to be able to see the bones correctly if the 
patient is in pain and will not cooperate.  I was able to actually see how images 
were read and the tricks used when looking for fractures, tumors, or any 
abnormalities.
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